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1. Introduction 
Physically there exists a coupling effect between tem- 
perature and moisture in most materials. The study of 
coupling temperature and moisture in some porous and 
composite materials has useful applications in several 
disciplines of engineering. Shirrell’ and Springer’ experi- 
mentally studied the interactive effect between tempera- 
ture and moisture for some coefficients that are relevant 
to the coupling effect. Sih et aL3 utilized the previous 
experimental data to analyze the hygrothermal stresses 
occurring in the plate using numerical methods. Recently 
Chang et al.* first presented the decoupling technique and 
obtained the analytical closed-form solution for a single 
annular cylinder. Then Yoshihiro and Yasuharu’ used the 
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same technique and applied it to the case whcrc the 
hygrothermal loadings are not axisymmetrical, and Chang 
and Chang” applied the technique to the solid cylinder 
case. 
Layer construction offers significant advantages over 
mono-wall designs in various structural applications, in- 
cluding those involving severe environments. However only 
a limited portion of the literature is concerned with multi- 
layers having coupling effects. Chen et al.’ utilized the 
finite element method (FEM) to deal with a double-layer 
cylinder problem, but it required a great deal of computer 
time. In this paper an analytical approach is adopted to 
investigate the responses of the coupled temperature and 
moisture in a double-layer annular cylinder. Utilizing the 
decoupling technique the coupled governing equations 
can be divided into some general initial-boundary value 
problems. These problems are solved by using the Hank4 
transform technique, then, the unknown function of time 
for the boundary conditions at the interface is determined 
by the interfacial conditions, further reducing the system 
to a coupled differential-integral equation. Finally Laplace 
transformations are used to deal with these equations so 
that the transient solutions at any time can be evaluated. 
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2. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Basic assumptions 
The variations of moisture and temperature are con- 
fined within a small range. 
All material properties are independent of both the 
temperature and the moisture. 
The material properties are both homogeneous and 
isotropic. 
The deformation due to the moisture and the tempera- 
ture is within a linear elastic range. 
3. Basic equations 
Based on the above assumptions the derivation of the 
basic equations with coupled temperature and moisture 
content in a cylinder has already been made.3 According 
to the previous work the governing equations for a dou- 
ble-layer hollow cylinder can be expressed as follows: 
L,v=T,* = -&* - vhC*) (la) 
DiV2C; = &(C,? - T.*) (lb) 
where i = 1,2 refers to the inner and outer cylinder, 
respectively, Ai and ui are the coupling coefficients, Li 
and Di are the equivalent diffusion coefficients of temper- 
ature and moisture, respectively, and 7;.* and C,? are the 
dimensionless temperature and moisture, respectively, 
defined as 
T* = (q - TO)/(Tf_ To) 
ci* = (Ci - C,)/h(T, - To) (2) 
T, and C, are the reference temperature and moisture, 
respectively, and Tf is the final equilibrium temperature. 
4. Decoupling technique 
Consider an infinitely long two-layer annular cylinder 
shown in Figure 1, having inner, intermediate, and outer 
radii rl, r2, and r3, respectively, subjected to hygrothermal 
loading. Since the problem is axisymmetric equation (1) 
can be reduced to the following forms: 
1 a7;.* 
-+-- 
r dr 
(3a) 
d2C* 
D, 
1 ac* 
I+__ 
Jr2 
(3b) 
r dr 
where i = 1, r, <r < r2, and i = 2, r2 <r < r3. 
Inner ennuler cylinder 
outa annular cyiinder 
Figure 1. Infinitely long two-layer annular cylinder subjected 
to hygrothermal loadings. 
The boundary conditions for both fields at t > 0 are the 
following: 
aq*tc, t) 
ki Jr + h,q+(c, t) =fj(t) i= 1,2 (4a) 
Orni 
ac;cc, t) 
dr 
+giCT(Cy t, =qict) i=1,2 (4b) 
where c=r, when i=l, and c=r3 when i=2 
T;“(r,,t) = T,*(r,,t) 
C:(r,, t) = C:(r,, t) 
k1 
dTF(r,,t) 
k, 
drTz(r,,t) 
ar = ar 
(4c) 
(4d) 
(4e) 
D 
aC1*(r,, t) aC,*(r,, t> 
ml ar =%2 dr 
(40 
and the respective initial conditions are 
c*(r,O) =Gi(r) r, <r<r3 (5a) 
CT(r,O) =Hi(r) r, <r<r, (5b) 
The system of equation (3) may be decoupled into 
independent equations. Equations (3a) and (3b) for i = 1 
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are multiplied, respectively, by S,, and unity. The results 
are then added to give 
If this is to be expressible as a simple diffusion equa- 
tion for (L,S,,T~ + D,C:), we must have (S,, - l)/L,S,, 
= (1 - S,,uh)/D, = dt,. Equation (6) can now be written 
as 
d2Yll 1 dYl1 dYl1 -+--= 
Jr2 r dr 417 
(7) 
where 
yii= %LT:’ + D&T 
and the roots of S,, are 
(8) 
S,, = (L, - Dl) 
r 
f [(L, - 0,)’ +4uhLlDl]1’z)/2chLl (9) 
Similarly equations (3a) and (3b) for i = 1 are multi- 
plied, respectively, by -S,, and unity; and then, utilizing 
the same technique, we can obtain an equation similar to 
equation (7). Also, for the case where i = 2, similar equa- 
tions are obtained. Thus the equations are expressed in 
the following general form: 
a 'Yij ’ dYij -+;F=dfi2 
Jr2 
i=1,2j=1,2 (10) 
where 
Yij=(-l) i+lSijLiq* + D,C; i=1,2 j=1,2 
(11) 
and 
Sij= (-l)‘+‘(Lj-Dj) 
{ 
k [CL, - Dj>’ + 4uALjDj] 1’2}/2~ALj 
i = 1,2 i = 1,2 (12) 
dz,= (-l)‘+‘sij-l 1 + (- l)‘SijuA 
II (-l)i+lLjsij = Dj 
i=1,2 j=1,2 (13) 
As to the initial and boundary conditions for the yij’s 
the relation between yij and T*,C,* is first obtained by 
solving equation (ll), to yield 
1 
q* = L,(S,, + SZj) 
[ylj(r,f)-Y,j(r,t)] j= 172 
(14a) 
1 
CT = Dj<Slj + Szj) 
[ S2jYlj(rt’f) + S,,Yzj(r,t)] 
j= 1,2 (14b) 
Then the above relations are substituted into equations 
(5a), (5b), and (11). From equations (Sa) and (5b) it is 
clear that the initial conditions for yij could be 
(15) 
where Fij(r) can be determined from the initial condi- 
tions, equations (5a) and (5b), and from equations (4a) 
and (4b). The boundary conditions for y,, could be the 
general form 
aij2 + pijyij = &j(t) (16) 
where +ll(t) and +21(t) at r = rl, and +12(t) and 422(t) at 
r = r3 can be determined from the boundary conditions 
(4a) and (4b), respectively. If we require that the interfa- 
cial conditions (4~) - (4f) are in the similar general form 
as equation (16), i.e., 
‘Yij 
‘Yijdr + 77ijYij = lClijcf) 
then the 
solved by 
unknown functions I,$~‘s at r = r2, could be 
substituting into Eqs. (4~) - (4f), and it yields 
5 
i=l 
t 
i= 1 
It 
i= 1 
It 
i=l 
G1)‘+‘Li 
sli + s2i 
(Ylj -Y2r) = O (18a) 
if1 
D,:, 1: s (18b) 
I 
,I (s2iYli + sliY*i) = O 
lr 21 
(- l)‘+‘ki dy,, 
i 
dY2i --- = 
L,(S,, + Szi) dr dr 1 
0 (18~) 
(++‘Dmi 
Di(S,i + S2i) ( 
dY2i 
$$ + &--- = 
1 
0 
dr 
(18d) 
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Thus we have reached a general initial boundary value 
problem as follows: 
agr<b,t>O (19a) 
d_Yij(a, t) 
ffij 
dr 
+ pij_Yi,(a, t> =gijCt) t>O (19b) 
dy;j(b, t) 
Yij 
dr 
+ 7lijyij(b, t) = hij(t) t>O (19c) 
Y;j(r,O) =&j(r) a<r<b,t>O (1%) 
where 
a =rl and b=r, for i=1,2 j=l 
a = r2 and b=r, for i=1,2 j=2 (20) 
and Fij(r) are known, gll(t), g2&t), h,*(t), and h22(t) are 
also given. The unknown functions, g12(t), gz2(t), h,,(t), 
and h2&t) will be determined from equations (18a) - (18d). 
5. Hankel transform method 
The Hankel transform and its inversion formula of the 
function yij(r, t) with respect to r are defined asR 
_YijCA,ij, t, = 
/ 
b rKij(A,ij, r)yij(r, t) dr (214 
a 
yij(r, t) = C Kij(h,ij, r)Jij(A,ij,t) 
n=l 
(21b) 
where the kernel K,(A,,, r) is the normalized eigenfunc- 
tion of the following eigenvalue problem. 
d*R,, 1 dRij 
_+-- 
dr* r dr 
+ AiijRij = 0 a<r<b (224 
dR;j(a) 
cr..p + pijRij(a) = 0 
‘I dr 
(22b) 
dR;j(b) 
xi dr ~ + 77ijR;j(b) = 0 (22c) 
The eigenfunction R;j(A,ij, r) and its norm A$j(A,;j), 
and the eigenvalues Anij for equations (22a) - (22~) are 
obtained as follows: 
R;j(A,;j,r)=S;jJo(A,,J,r)-I/;JY,(A,;J,r) (2%) 
N;jC A”;j) 
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and the eigenvalues Anij satisfy the relation 
XijQj - KJYj = 0 
where 
(23~) 
X~j = -~~;jA,;jJ1(A,;ja> + P;jJo(A,,Ja) (24a) 
yj = - ~;jA,iJYl(A,ija) + &jYo(A,ija) (24b) 
L$j= -y;jA,;jY,(A,;jb) + q;jYO(A,;jb> (24~) 
Kj = - yijA,,jfl(‘,ijb) + TijJO(A,,ijb) t24d) 
and J,(x),Y,(x) are the Bessel’s function of the first and 
second kind of order p, respectively. 
We now take the Hankel transform of the system, 
equations (19a) - (19d), with the kernel 
(25) 
and we obtain 
@;j(A,,J,t) A?zij _ 
dt 
+ xy;j(An;jjt) =p;j(A,;j>t) (264 
‘I 
and 
_V;j( A,;j, 0) = F,j( A,;j) (26b) 
where 
P;j(An;j>t)= & 
h,j(t) 
bK;j(A,,ij,b).- 
‘I Yij 
gijCt> 
-UKij(A,;j,a).- 
“ij 1 (27) 
Here it is clear that we have used the new unknown 
function Pij( A,ij, t) to replace the unknown functions of 
gij(t) and hii( 
If one or both the coefficients cxij and yij are equal to 
zero, then the following changes should be made in equa- 
tion (27). 
when aij = 0, replace 
K;j(A,ij, a> 
by 
ffij 
- 1 aKij( Afiji, a) 
Pij dr 
(28a) 
when yij = 0, replace 
Kij( An,] 9 6) 
by 
Yij 
(2%) 
- 1 dKij(Anij, b) 
- 
77ij dr 
(28b) 
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The solution of equation (26a), together with the initial 
condition, equation (26b), is straightforward. Substituting 
the resulting Hankel transform into the inversion formula 
equation (21b) we obtain the solution as 
Yij(‘, t) = c Kij(Anij, r) F,j(A,ij)e-(“~,,/d,:)r 
n=l 
+ le / 
-(AZ,,,/d,:xt-~) *Pij( A,ij t 7) dr 
1 
(29) 
0 
The solution can be written as the alternative form 
yij(r, t) = f Kij( Anij, r) . Fij( A,ij)e-(A~l~/d~)’ 
n=l i 
P;j(An;j,‘) -P;j(An;j,f)ll=, 
/ 
f _ e-($,/d;Xt-T) 
0 
.Plj( A,ij 7 7 > d7 
where 
(31a) 
F,j( A,ij) = / br.Kij(A,ij,r).Fij(r)dr 
a 
(31b) 
Substituting equation (30) into equations (18a) - (18d) the 
results can be written in the following form: 
X @ij(A,ij,t) = 0 (32a) 
X @;j(A,;,,t) = 0 (32b) 
(32d) 
where 
‘Lj(Anij, t) = e.j( A,ij)c-(“Z,,/dt)r 
+ $ Pij(A,ij,t) -Pij(A,ijvt)I,=o 
“‘I [ 
xe-(k,/d;,)’ 
/ 
t _ ,-(A:,,/d:,Xt-‘)p!.(A 
0 
11 
r)dr 
II,] 3 
1 
(33) 
and 
s 21 wheni=l,j=l 
S 
S,, = S1l 
when i = 2, j = 1 
22 wheni=l, j=2 
S 12 when i = 2, j = 2 
(34) 
For the practical calculations the terms that do not 
involve any exponential function in time in the above 
equations should be expressed as (refer to the Appendix) 
b[ CQj - apij ln(r2/a)] 
= baijvij - uP;jr;j - Ubpij~;j ldb/fz) hij(t) 
U[ b~ij ln(r,/b) - Xj] 
+ baijvij - apijrij - ubp;j~;j Mb/u) gijCt> 
(35a) 
and 
m ‘kij(A,ij, r2) dc c 
n=l dr 
. xP;j(An;jj t) 
“‘I 
- ubPij 
= r2[ bajjqj - ~/i?;jr;j - ub@;jq;j Mb/u)] 
h;j(t) 
ubV;j 
’ r2[ baijqj - ~~~~~~~ - ubp;jrl,j ln(b/u)] gii(t) 
(35b) 
where the coordinates a and b stand for the same as in 
equation (20). The initial condition at the interface, 
P,~(A,,,~, t)l,=,,, can be determined by using equation (35) 
and by setting t = 0 in equation (32). 
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6. Laplace transform method 
Taking the Laplace transform w.r.t. time of equation (32) 
the equations can be written in the matrix form as 
-4 -A12 
i 
Q, 
Q* 
Q3 
Q4 1 (36) L,(S,, + S21) 
%B21 
DIG, + %I) 
S,,B,, 
WC, + %I) 
in which 
Aij = 5 Kij(Anij, r2)$ 
n=l nr1 
S 
l- 
Aiij 
s+d2_ 
“I 
where 
(37a) 
Qij= 5 Kij(A,ij,r,) 
n=l 
X I cj(A,ij) d$ Pij(A,ij’t)l,,o --. AZij s+rl’ ALj AZ,, I (38) ‘I s+dz ‘I _I S l- 
Aiij 
S+d’ 
‘I 
w ~?K~~(h,,~~,r~) d:.
Bij= C dr 
n=l *q 
and Qij’s denote the derivation of Qij w.r.t. r, and 
Fjj(Anij, S) is the Laplace transform of the unknown func- 
tron pij(Anij,t); s is the Laplace transform parameter 
(s=q+iw). 
The functions cij(Anij, s>‘s are such that it is difficult to 
find their inverse Laplace transforms analytically. A nu- 
merical inversion method is utilized.’ By means of the 
method of inversion and by utilizing the relation form of 
equation (35) then the time domain function, pij( A,ij, t), 
can be evaluated. Finally, substituting equation (30) into 
equation (141, we can obtain the distributions of tempera- 
ture and moisture as follows: 
(37b) 
1 
Q1 = I&!?,, + S,,) C-Q,, + QZI) 
+ L2(s121+ S,,) (Ql2 - Qz) (37c) 
-1 
Q2 = D&S,, + S,,) 
(SzrQ,, + s,,Q21) 
+ D 
2 
cs ‘+ s ) (S22Q12 + s12Q22) 
12 22 
1 
Q3 = L&s,, + S,,) 
(-&;* + e;,) 
+ k,L2(~~+S22+Q’2-e;2’ 
q*(r,t) = 
L.(S l+s _) .c I (-l)‘+’ 
J 11 21 r-In-1 
(37d) 
XKij(A,ij,r)@ij(A,ij,t), j = 1,2 (39a) 
1 
Cj*(r,t) = I? 2 SapKij(Anij, r> 
Dj(slj+s2j) i=l n=l 
(37e) 
X~ij(A,ij,t), j= 1,2 (39b) 
Q4= D @-: s 
1 11 21 
) (S,,e;l + &2Q;*) The time-variable function pij(Anij, t) in equation (39) 
may be obtained approximately by the method of succes- 
sive approximations. A proper time interval At is selected 
first, and the integrals in equation (39) are then replaced 
by a finite sum essentially according to the trapezoidal 
+ D,,D ;;’ + s ) (S,,Q;, + S12Qi2) W-f) 
2 12 22 
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rule; and the function pij( AEij, t) can be written as with the results 
P:j(h,ij, nAt) 
= {pij(h,ij,nAt) -pij[ A (n - l)Ar]}/Ar “r, 9 
n = 1,2,3,... (40) 
in which Pij(h,ij, nAt) have been evaluated from equation 
(36) by using inversion method. Therefore the distribu- 
tions of temperature and moisture can be obtained from 
equation (39). 
d = (1 - 2P)U,F2 -J2F1) JlF2 - J,F, 
1 r~(J,Z2-ZlJ2) e1 = J,Z2-ZIJ2 
z1F2 - 12.1 
e2 = JIZ2 -Z,J, 
d = (1 - ~P)(Z,F, - Z2F1) (1 + 1*1(1 - 2~) 
2 
$J1Z2 -Z,J,) 
+ 
ri(l - CL) 
.jr2(aiTf + p;C:>rdr 
71 
7. Displacement and stress distributions 
For the case of plane strain the distributions of displace- 
ment and stress in terms of temperature and moisture can 
be expressed as follows4: 
y = 
1+/L r 
/ (1 - cL)r rc 
((Y:T* +/3iC*)rdr+dir+e, 
r 
(41a) 
(41b) 
Ei 
ffr, = - / r(~;q* (1 - p)r2 I, 
+ p,lC,*)rdr 
Ei 
+- 
i 
di __; 
1+/L 1-2/L 1 
Ei 
%‘I = (1 - p)r2 rc / 
r(~,!T.* + &‘CT)rdr 
--&:T.* +p;c,*j 
Ei 
i 
di 
+-- +“i 
l+l.~ l-24* r2 1 
2pEidi 
u zz, = 
(1 + /.&I - 2Pu) 
I (41c) 
(41d) 
in which 
(rj7;:* + &‘C; = criq*(Tf- T,,) 
+ &oi(Tf- T&C,* - T,*) 
where 
(42) 
a[ = (cr- &oi>(Tf- To); &‘= &wi(Tf- T,,) (43) 
where i = 1,2 denotes both the inner and outer cylinder, 
respectively, (Y~ and pi are the temperature and moisture 
expansion coefficients, respectively, and wi is the material 
property. 
The coefficients d,, d,, e,, and e2 are determined from 
the following boundary conditions: 
grrl(r2,t) = arrz(r2,t) U,(r*,t) = U,(r,,t) 
qr,(rl,t) = 0 q,,(r3, t) = 0 (44) 
(45) 
where 
I, = 
rf + (1 - 2pL)ri 
2 
r1 r2 
z2 _ r2’ - r: 
rfri 
J, = 
r-32 + (1 - 2p)r,2 
J, = 
E,(ri - ri) 
+2 E r2r2 
(46) 
13 2 
1 
F, = 
r,rt(l - CL) 
rj(1 + p)(l - 2~) 
X 
/ 
r3 (aiT,* + &C,*)rdr 
r2 
-rt(l + p)jrz(~;TT + P;C:)rdr 
r1 1 
1 
F, = 
[ 
E2 
-r,2(1 + ~1 
r$+l - ~1 E, 
X 
/ 
r3 ( ‘Y;T,* + &Ci )rdr 
r2 
+ri<l + p)jr* (aiT: + P;CT>rdr 
r1 I 
8. Case studies 
8.1 Case 1 
In this case we consider a two-layer annular cylinder 
subjected to symmetrical hygrothermal loading as follows: 
TT(r,,t) = 1 C:(r,, t) = 0 Tz(r3, t) = 1 
C:(r,,t) = 0 t>O 
TF(r,,t) = Tz(r2,t), C:(r,,t) = C:(r,,t) 
t>O (47) 
4 
dTF(r,,t) 
k2 
aT,*(r,,t) 
ar = dr ’ 
D 
dC:(r,,t) dC2*(r,,t) 
ITI1 t>O dr =Dm2 Jr 
The initial conditions are 
T.(r,O) = 0 C,(r,O) = 0 r, <r<r, (48) 
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By substituting equations (47) and (48) inito equation 
(lo), and assuming that the unknown interface condition 
is a function of time, that if, fjj(t) (i = 1,2; j = 1,2), then 
the associated boundary and initial conditions for the 
function yij (i = 1,2; j = 1,2) can be expressed as follows: 
y;j(U,t) = (-1)‘+‘L,S,6,j +fi2(t)82j t>O 
(49) 
yi,(b, t) = (-l)i+lLjSijs*j +~f,,(t)s,, t>O 
yijtr, 0) = 0 r, < r < r3 
where 
aij=l when i=j 
=0 when i#j (50) 
By comparing this case with the general problem, equa- 
tion (19), for each hollow cylinder we note that 
Crij=o, pij= 1, gij(t) = (-l)i+‘LjSijG,j+fiz(t)82j 
rij = 0, qij = 1, hij(t) = (- 1)i+‘LjSjj6,j +jf#>s,j, 
Fij(r) = 0 (51) 
Therefore the eigenfunction Ri,, the norm 
kernel Kij, and Pij are reduced, respectively, by 
R,j(A,,j,r)=R,j(A,,j,r)=Roj(A,j,r) 
= (- I)‘[ J,,(A,jb)Y,( Anjr) 
-Yo( A,jb)Jo( Anjr)] 
Nij, the 
(52a) 
2 J,2(Anja) -J;(A,jb) 
=_. 
?r2 A%Ji(A,,a) 
(52b) 
Roj(A,j, r) 
= Noj(A,j) 
P,j(A~i;,t)=~{~dKo’(hn’~b) 
‘I 
dr 
(52~) 
x [ fij(t>s,j + (- l)‘+‘L2Si2S2j] 
-a 
dKoj(A,j> a) 
dr 
(52d) 
in which Aaj satisfies the relation 
Y,(A,jU)J,(A,jb) -Jo(A,jU)Yo(A,jb) = 0 
n = 1,2,3,... 
(53) 
The unknown function fij(t) could be determined since 
Pij(A,ij, t) has b een obtained by equation (36). Using 
equations (51) and (52) the distributions of temperature 
and moisture in equation (39) can be reduced to 
T,*(r,t) = (-l)jln(r/r2) I:::. .$ c m [J~(A~jU)Jo(A~Jb)6,J +J,Z(A,ja)G2j]Roj(A,j’r) I Mb/a) - II 21 r-l n-l J,2(A,jU) -Ji(A,jb) 
.s..e_cA;,,d;)r + fljct) -f2jct) ln(r/r,)S,j + 1n(r3/r)S2j (-1)‘7r 
II 
Lj(S,j + s,j) ’ ln(b/a) + Lj(slj + S2j) 
.I? 5 
(-1)‘+‘[J,2(A,jn)6,j+J,(A,ja)J,(A,jb)s~j]R,j(A,j~r) t 
J,2(A,jU) -Ji(A,jb) / 
e-‘“:/dtx’-~)~~(7)d7 j = 1,2 
j=l n=l 0 
(54a) 
Cl”(r, t) = (;y~y;;T .;: c 
m (-l)‘[~~(h,,jU)J,(h,ib)6,j +J,Z(A,ja)G,jJRlrj(h.i,r)e_‘“I ,d2jr 
“I ‘I 
I ‘I 1-l n-l 
J$(Anja) -J$(A,jb) 
S2jfljCt) + Sljf2J(t) ln(r/r,)6,j + tn(rJr)&j (-l)L- 
+ 
. Dj<slj + s2j) ln(b/a) + OjCslj + S2j) 
. i 5 [Ji(Anja)S,j +J,(A,ja)J,(‘,jb)‘2j]R,j(‘,j,r)‘,, 
5,2(A,jU) -Ji(A,jb) / 
~e_(~f,,d~,X~-T)fl,( 
‘I 
7 7 
jd 
j= 1,2 
i=l n=l 0 
(54b) 
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By substituting equation (54) into equation (41) the 
distributions of displacement and stress can be obtained. 
8.2 Case 2 
We now consider the cylinders subjected to hygrothermal 
loading as follows: 
Tr”(r,,t) = 1, Cf(r,,t) = 0, 
dT,*(r,, t) 
dr = 
0, 
ac:b-,, t) 
dr = 
0 t>O 
T;“(r,, t) = Tz(r2, t), C$(r,,t) =C,*(r,,t> 
t>O (55) 
k, 
dT;F(r,, t) 
4 
G’T,*(r,, t) 
dr = dr ’ 
D 
dC:(r,, t) dC,*(r,, t) 
ml =D?ll2 t>O dr dr 
The initial conditions are 
T*(r,O) = 0 C*(r,O) = 0 (56) 
The associated boundary and initial conditions for the 
function yjj (i = 1,2; j = 1,2) can be expressed as follows: 
Yij(a,t> = C-1) i+lLjsLjslj +fJt)S2, t>O 
yi]Cb, t, =fil(t) or 
dy,,(b, t) 
dr = 
0 t>O (57) 
Yij(r, 0) = 0 r, tr<r, 
By comparing this case with the general problem, equa- 
tion (19), it reveals that 
‘yjj = 0, pij = 1 
gjj(t) = (- l)‘+lLjSij~l, +fJtM*, 
Yij = 6*j 77ij = slj 
hij(t) ‘fijCt16,j Fij(r) = 0 (58) 
Then the eigenfunction Rii, the norm Nji, the kernel K,,, 
and Pij are reduced, resp&tively, as -’ 
R,j(A,lj,r) =Rzj(A,,j,r) =R,j(A,,j,r) 
=(-l)‘[j,_l(A,jb)Y”(A,jr) 
-q- I( A,jb)Jo( A,jr)] 
N,j(A,,j) =Nzj(Anz,) =Noj(A,j) 
2 .fi(A,,a) -Jf_,(A,jb) 
=_. 
?r2 AijJ,‘( A,ja) 
K&L,,, r) =K2j(An2,r r)=K,j(A,j,r) 
&,(A,,j,r) 
= Noj(A,,) 
&,(A ., b) 
arn’ 
_tifi,(t)s,j 
-a 
dKo,(A,j,a) 
Jr [ f,, 62, 
+(-l)‘+‘LIS,,Slj] I 
in which Amj satisfies the relation 
(59a) 
(59b) 
(59c) 
(59d) 
Y,(A,ja)J,~,(A,jb)-J,(A,ja)E;~,(A,,b)=O 
n = 1,2,3,... 
(60) 
Using equations (581, (591, and (39) we can obtain the 
distributions of temperature and moisture in the following 
forms: 
q*(r, t> = 
ln(r,/r> 
ln(r,/rl) 
slj + 
,$ 6 “““~~~~~,‘,:~l~~~~~~~~~r)~~l em(Aj,/df,)t 
21 r-l n-l 
f,jCt) -f*jCt) 
+ Lj(slj+s,j) . 
[ 
ln(r/rl> 6 ,+ 6 
ln(r,/r,) I’ *’ 1 
m (-l)i+l[Jo(A,ja)G,, +J,(A,ja)Jj_,(A,jb)S,j]R,j(A~j,r) 
- 
.@A,,a) -Jt_,(A,,b) 
I te-‘“S,/df,Xt-T)~j(7)d7 j= 1,2 0 (61a) 
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J&i,& -J;(A,,,r,) 
m [J,2(A,ja)G,j+J,(A,jU)J,-,(h,jb)3,,]R,j(A,j,’)S,ir - ms,:: s .).i c 
J 21 l-1 n-1 J,2(A,ja) -Jj’- ,(A,jb) 
By substituting equation (61) into equation (41) the 
distributions of displacement and stress can be obtained. 
9. Numerical results and discussions 
The analytical results are conveniently interpreted in terms 
of following dimensionless variables: 
aij(l - 2/L) 
UiT = CY*E,( q - T”) 
=,t u p = - 
2 ’ 
u* = 
r1 a,(1 + cL)r3(Tf- TO) 
The material properties and radius of this two-layer 
cylindrical structure under investigation are listed as fol- 
lows’: 
(Y, = (Y2 = 31.3 x 10-6 cm/cm”C 
p1 = p2 = 2.68 x lop3 cm/cm% H,O 
0, = 02 = 0.0031 g/g”C /_L, = /_L2 = /.L = 0.33 
E, = 64.3 GPa E, = 79.7 GPa 
u =u2=u=0.5cm3”C/g 1 
A, = A, = A = 0.5 g/cm3 “C 
L, = 5L, = 7.78 X 10m6 cm2/hr 
D, = D, = 7.78 X lo-’ cm2/hr 
R, = 1.0 R, = 1.6 R, = 2.0 
4 D -coo.2 *cl 
kl u ml 
Where the properties of the inner and outer layers are 
denoted by the subscript 1 and 2, respectively. 
For Case 1 the numerical solutions for T,*, CT, IJ*, 
and aiT have been obtained’ by utilizing the general 
finite element method. The analytical solutions of temper- 
ature, moisture, displacement, and stress for various times 
(61b) 
are compared with those obtained by the FEM, and they 
are listed in Tables I and 2. It is found that the solutions 
of the analytical method are quite close to the FEM, but 
the computer time required is only l/200 compared with 
that of the FEM. 
For Case 2 the temperature and moisture distributions 
along the radial direction for various times are plotted in 
Figures 2 and 3. It can be seen from the governing 
equation (3) that the temperature distributions are af- 
fected by the moisture rate and the corresponding thermal 
boundary conditions. Furthermore the moisture plays the 
role of a heat source for the temperature distributions if 
the moisture rate is positive (i.e., dC*/dt > 0). However 
it will act as a heat sink if the moisture rate is negative 
(i.e., dC,?/dt < 0). Similarly the temperature, depending 
on its sign, may act as either a moisture source or a 
Table 1. Comparison of the present solutions T* and C* with 
the numerical solutions at t* = 0.15 for various R 
T* (Present C* (Present 
R T* (FEM) solution) R c* (FEM) solution) 
1.2 0.747 0.748 1.2 0.568 0.568 
1.4 0.582 0.585 1.4 0.610 0.614 
1.6 0.507 0.511 1.6 0.561 0.565 
1.8 0.569 0.572 1.8 0.504 0.501 
Table 2. Comparison of the present solutions a;; and U* 
with the numerical solutions at t*=0.15 for various R 
q,T (Present u; (Present 
R u,;: (FEM) solution) R a:: (FEM) solution) 
1.15 - 0.0080 - 0.0078 1 .oo -0.275 -0.272 
1.35 -0.0100 -0.0103 1.35 -0.211 -0.213 
1.75 0.0016 0.0015 1.75 - 0.204 -0.202 
1.83 0.0030 0.0029 2.00 - 0.333 - 0.335 
q$ (Present U* (Present 
R %; (FEM) solution) R u* (FEM) solution) 
1 .oo -0.070 - 0.066 1 .o 0.301 0.302 
1.35 0.004 0.003 1.4 0.442 0.443 
1.75 0.049 0.05 1 1.6 0.492 0.493 
2.00 - 0.080 - 0.080 2.0 0.605 0.607 
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Figure 2. The temperature distributions along the radial direc- 
tion for different times. 
moisture sink. F@re 2 indicates that the temperature 
rate remains positive all the time so that the temperature 
always plays the role of a moisture source. It can be seen 
that the gradients of the inner-layer temperatures are 
lower than those of the outer-layer at the interface (i.e., 
1.0 
0.8 
0.6 
* 
0 
0.4 
0.2 
0.0 
1 
/ I I I 
3 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 .E 1 
R 
Figure 3. The moisture distributions along the radial direction 
for different times. 
1.0 
0.9- 000~0 t’ = 0.05 . .*..* t = 0.2 
* 
3 
0.0 t , , , I I 
1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 
R 
Figure 4. The displacement distributions along the radial direc- 
tion for different times. 
R = 1.6) because the heat conductivity of the former is 
higher than the latter. At the beginning of the transient 
period the temperature rate near the inner surface is 
greater than that near the outer surface. This implies that 
the moisture source near the inner surface is stronger 
than that of the outer region. Therefore the moisture 
distributions near the inner surface are higher than that 
of the outer region as shown in Figure 3. However this 
tendency will reverse after a period time. Finally the 
temperature distributions will gradually approach a 
steady-state value and the temperature rate may become 
very small. Due to the diffusion of moisture through the 
inner surface the moisture distribution will gradually re- 
duce limiting toward zero moisture content everywhere in 
the steady state. 
The distributions of radial displacement with respect to 
radial distance for various times are shown in Figure 4. 
The displacement distribution increases as time passes; 
however, it diminishes due to lower moisture distributions 
at the end of the transient period. 
Under these thermal and moisture loading conditions, 
as seen in Figure 5, the radial stress distribution is almost 
compressive everywhere; however, it diminishes as the 
time increases, and finally it will become zero in the 
steady state. Figures 6 and 7 exhibit the distributions of 
circumferential stress and axial stress, respectively; they 
have a discontinuity at the interface because the modu- 
luses of elasticity are different for the two layers. The 
distributions of circumferential stress and axial stress in 
the each layer will gradually reach the constant values as 
time increases. 
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Figure 5. The distributions of radial stress along the radial 
direction for different times. 
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Figure 6. The distributions of circumferential stress along the 
radial direction for different times. 
10. Conclusion 
In this study an analytical approach that consists of a 
decoupling technique, a Hankel transform, and Laplace 
transform techniques is proposed to deal with axisymmet- 
ric double-layer annular cylinders when considering the 
coupled effect of temperature and moisture. To illustrate 
the accuracy and efficiency of the present method the 
problem cited as Case 1 in the text was compared with the 
:: 
ab 
-0.3 
-0.4 
i 
000~0 t: = 0.05 
.**.. t 
.C-X t’ 
= 0.2 
-0.5 = - 0.5 
*mt_= = 1.0 
I73 t’ = 10.0 
-0.6 : I 1 I I 
1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 
R 
Figure 7. The distributions of axial stress along the radial 
direction for different times. 
FEM. It is found that the results of the method described 
are quite close to those obtained by FEM, but the com- 
puting time required is only about l/200. Furthermore 
the procedure of this method is clearer and more physi- 
cally meaningful than that of FEM. Consequently this 
approach is very suitable for dealing with multilayer circu- 
lar cylinders subjected to hygrothermal loading. 
Nomenclature 
a 
b 
C 
CT 
Di 
Dmj 
dij 
Ei 
JP 
Kij 
ki 
Li 
Ni j
R 
r 
RI 
;tz 
r2 
internal radius; a = rl for inner annular cylinder; 
a = r2 for outer cylinder 
external radius; b = r2 for inner annular cylinder; 
b = r3 for outer cylinder 
the mass of moisture per unit volume of void space 
dimensionless form of C (i = 1,2) 
the equivalent diffusion coefficients of moisture 
(i = 1,2) 
material parameter (j = 1,2) 
parameter (i = 1,2; j = 1,2) 
Young’s modulus (i = 1,2) 
Bessel’s function of first kind of order p 
the kernel of Hankel transform (i = 1,2; j = 1,2) 
material parameter (i = 1,2) 
the equivalent diffusion coefficient of temperature 
(i = 1,2) 
norm (i = 1,2; j = 1,2) 
dimensionless radius 
radius 
dimensionless form of rI 
inner radius of two-layer annular cylinder 
dimensionless form of r2 
intermediate radius of two-layer annular cylinder 
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R3 
Id,j 
s.. 
T’ 
ly 
t 
t* 
u 
u* 
YP 
;; 
“i 
Ai 
Aij 
E.Li 
a,, 
40 
a,, 
uiyf 
wi 
dimensionless form of r3 
outer radius of two-layer annular cylinder 
eigenfunction i = 1,2; j = 1,2) 
Laplace transform parameter 
parameter (i = 1,2; j = 1,2) 
temperature 
dimensionless form of T (i = 1,2) 
time 
dimensionless form of t 
component of displacement along radial direction 
dimensionless form of U 
Bessel’s function of second kind of order p 
thermal expansion coefficient (i = 1,2) 
moisture expansion coefficient (i = 1,2) 
material parameter (i = 1,2) 
material parameter (i = 1,2) 
eigenvalue (i = 1,2; j = 1,2) 
Poisson’s ratio (i = 1,2) 
component of stress along radial direction 
component of stress along circumferential direction 
component of stress along axial direction 
dimensionless form of stress (i = 1,2; j = 1,2) 
material constant (i = 1,2) 
Appendix 
Consider the following boundary value problem. 
3 
dr2 
aGrGb,t>O (Ala) 
dy& t) 
aij 
dr 
+ P;jYij(a, t, = ’ t>O (Alb) 
Yij 
dYij(b7 t, 
dr 
+ 77ijY,j(b, t, = 0 t>O WC) 
The steady-state solution of problem (Al) is And we can also find 
y,“,(r) = 
Q[ bvij l&r/b) - Yij] 
bcuij77ij - UPijXj - UbflijTJij ln(b/a) 
(A2) 
The solution of equation (30) for t + m should be equal to 
equation (A2) times gij(t), that is 
t K(Anij,r).S U 
“= 1 
*iijPijcAnij) 
= 
u[ b7ij ln(r/b) - Yij] 
bCYij77,j - UpijYij - ub/?,j7]lj ln(b/a) gijCt) 
(A31 
where 
I 
(A4) 
Similarly, for the boundary conditions, 
d_Yij(“? d 
“ij dr 
+ Pi,_Yj;(Utt) = 0 
aYij(b, t, 
Yij dr 
+ qij_YijCb, t, = hij(t) 
(A5a) 
Wb) 
we obtain 
~~,K(A~~j,r)‘~P~(A,~~j) 
nr, 
b[ Qij -UPij Mr/u)] 
= b~ij~i, - QPijYij - abp,,Tt, Mb/a) 
h,,(t) 
(A6) 
where 
P$(A,ij) = $ 
h,j(t) 
bKij(A,,;j>b).- 1 (A7) II ‘yl, 
By the superposition of equations (A3) and (A6) we 
have 
2 
f: Kij(*n,j,r).JK. 
II=1 
*2__ PL,(A,,,J) 
nil 
b[ (Yi, -UPij ln(r/u)] 
= baijqj - u/~,~Y,~ - ubpijvij Mb/U) hii 
U[ bqij ln(r/b) - Yij] 
+ baijqij - UPljY,, - UbpijTij Mb/u) ” 
g..(t) 
(A8) 
z dKij(A,ij,r) d;. c .-. 
n=l dr 
A2 PijcAnijj t, 
fir/ 
- ubpij 
= r[ baijqj - uPijyij - ubpijqij Mb/a)] h,j(t) 
UbTij 
+ r[ baijqij -~Pijyij -ubpij~ij ln(b/u)] g’1(t) 
where 
(A9) 
Pij(A,ij, t, =p,‘l(A,ijY t, +P~(A,ij, t) 
= -$ 
h..(t) 
bKij(A,,,,,b).-fl_ 
‘I Yij 
&TijCt) 
-uK,~(A,~~,u)~- 
aij I 
(AlO) 
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